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The complex microstructures of amphiphilic ABC linear triblock copolymers in which one of the end blocks
is relatively short and hydrophilic, and the other two blocks B and C are hydrophobic in a dilute solution,
have been investigated by the real-space implementation of self-consistent field theory (SCFT) in two
dimensions (2D). In contrast to diblock copolymers in solution, the aggregation of triblock copolymers are
more complicated due to the presence of the second hydrophobic blocks and, hence, big ranges of parameter
space controlling the morphology. By tailoring the hydrophobic degree and its difference between the blocks
B and C, the various shapes of vesicles, circlelike and linelike micelles possibly corresponding to spherelike,
and rodlike micelles in 3D, and especially, peanutlike micelles not found in diblock copolymers are observed.
The transition from vesicles to circlelike micelles occurs with increasing the hydrophobicity of the blocks B
and C, while the transition from circlelike micelles to linelike micelles or from the mixture of micelles and
vesicles to the long linelike micelles takes place when the repulsive interaction of the end hydrophobic block
C is stronger than that of the middle hydrophobic block B. Furthermore, it is favorable for dispersion of the
block copolymer in the solvent into aggregates when the repulsion of the solvent to the end hydrophobic
block is larger than that of the solvent to the middle hydrophobic block. Especially when the bulk block
copolymers are in a weak segregation regime, the competition between the microphase separation and
macrophase separation exists and the large compound micelle-like aggregates are found due to the macrophase
separation with increasing the hydrophobic degree of blocks B and C, which is absent in diblock copolymer
solution. The simulation results successfully reproduce the existing experimental ones.

Introduction

The self-assembly of amphiphilic block copolymers in solu-
tion into various complex microstructures, such as rod- and
spherelike micelles and vesicles, has attracted much attention
both experimentally and theoretically in recent years, especially
of highly asymmetric diblock or triblock copolymer with minor
end blocks into crew-cut aggregates.1-9 The vesicles formation
is of fundamental and practical interests, as they have many
potential applications in areas such as microreactors, micro-
capsules, and drug delivery systems.10 The solution self-
assembly of AB diblock and ABA triblock copolymers is
relatively well understood in the past few years.11-13 Recently,
the vesicle and micelle aggregates in solution of complex graft
copolymer,14 star (AB)n,15 ABC triblock copolymer,1,16-24 and
even ABCA tetrablock copolymer25 are studied experimentally
because of the developments in the field of polymer synthesis.
Regarding the applications of the vesicle, control over the size,
the shape, and the stability of polymer vesicles is of fundamental
importance. Following the ideas of Eisenberg and co-workers,26-29

the specific morphology is attributed to three contributions of
the free energy, including chain stretching in the core, the
interfacial energy, and repulsion among corona chains. There-

fore, the morphology depends on many factors, such as relative
block length, the pH value relating to the solubility of the blocks,
the degree of hydrophilic or hydrophobic property of blocks,
and so on.

In general, although a number of experimental studies have
been carried out to investigate the vesicles in solution, the
theoretical study on the complex microstructures of block
copolymers in selective solvents is relatively scarce. Guo et al.7

and van Vlimmeren et al.8 used dynamic density functional
theory to capture the micelle formation of (EO)13(PO)30(EO)13

in concentrated solution. Monzen et al.30 used self-consistent
field theory (SCFT) to study the structures and the phase
behavior of micelles formed in symmetric and asymmetric ABA
and BAB triblock copolymer solutions. They took into account
only the spherical micelles, the planar bilayer membranes, and
the uniform solutions as the candidates of the possible self-
assembled domain structures. But other morphologies, such as
spherical vesicles (closed bilayer membranes) and those without
higher symmetries, were not included. Recently, the real-space
self-consistent field algorithm was applied to study the formation
of the mesophases of diblock copolymer in dilute solution in
two-dimensional space.31 By tailoring the interaction parameters
and the initial fluctuation, circlelike micelles, linelike micelles,
and vesicles were obtained.

However, as the number of distinct blocks is increased from
two to three, say, ABC triblock copolymers, both the complexity
and variety of self-assembled structures are significantly
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increased. In bulk, the morphologies of ABC triblock copolymer
have been studied theoretically32-35 and experimentally,36 and
the research results show that the microphases not only depend
on the composition and the interaction energies between distinct
blocks, but also on particular molecular architectures.32,37

Obviously, the parameter space controlling the morphology of
triblock copolymers in solution is remarkably increased, and
the presence of an additional hydrophobic block based on the
amphiphilic AC or AB diblock copolymer might offer some
advantages in the microstructure manipulation.1 Therefore,
distinctively new features absent in diblock copolymers solution
arise in triblock copolymers. Because of the structural specific-
ity, the multiple morphologies formed from amphiphilic ABC
triblock copolymers in solution are studied experimentally.1,2,4,25

In this paper, we use a combinatorial screening method based
on the real space implementation of the SCFT, originally
proposed by Drolet and Fredrickson for block copolymer
melts,38,39to search the equilibrium microphases of ABC linear
triblock copolymers in dilute solution in 2D. We note that real
space solving SCF equations in 3D are still a computationally
changing task, and most of the previous work was carried out
in 2D. Our computing idea is somewhat different from Li-
ang’s;31,40we do not press any assumptions on the system, such
as the Gaussian distribution initial fluctuation, but only change
the segregation degree of blocks and the solubility properties
of the blocks to tune the different complex microstructures of
linear ABC triblock copolymers in dilute solution. Our method
is useful for understanding the formation of aggregates, includ-
ing vesicles and micelles, as well as the stability of the complex
microstructures.

Theoretical Method

In this section, we outline the self-consistent field theory
(SCFT) for a mixture ofnp linear ABC triblock copolymers
with nS solvent molecules. Each copolymer chain consists ofN
segments with compositions (average volume fractions)fA and
fB (fC ) 1 - fA - fB), respectively. We assume the mixture is
incompressible, with each polymer segment occupying a fixed
volumeF0

-1, and each solvent molecule taking the same volume
VS ) F0

-1. Thus, the total volume of the system isV ) npN/F0

+ nSVS, the volume fraction of ABC triblock copolymer isfp )
npN/VF0, and that of the solvent isfS ) 1 - fp. Furthermore,
we assume that the A, B, and C segments have the same
statistical lengtha.

In the SCFT, one considers the statistics of a single copolymer
chain in a set of effective chemical potential fieldswi, wherei
represents block species A, B, C, or solvent S. These chemical
potential fields, which represent the actual interactions between
different components, are conjugated to the segment density
fields,φi, of different speciesi. Hence, the free energy (in unit
of kBT) of the system is given by

whereøij is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter between
speciesi andj, ê is the Lagrange multiplier (as a pressure),Qp

) ∫ drq(r ,1) is the partition function of a single chain in the
effective chemical potential fieldswA, wB, andwC, andQS ) ∫
dr exp(-wS(r )/N) is the partition function of the solvent in the

effective chemical potential fieldwS. The fundamental quantity
to be calculated in mean field studies is the polymer segment
probability distribution function,q(r ,s), representing the prob-
ability of finding segmentsat positionr . It satisfies a modified
diffusion equation using a flexible Gaussian chain model

wherew is wA when 0< s < fA, wB when fA < s < fA + fB,
and wC when fA + fB < s < 1. The initial condition of eq 2
satisfies q(r ,0) ) 1. Because the two ends of the block
copolymer are different, a second distribution functionq+(r ,s)
is needed that satisfies eq 2 but with the right-hand side
multiplied by -1 and the initial conditionq+(r ,1) ) 1. The
density of each component is obtained by

Minimization of the free energy with respect to density and
pressure,δF/δφ ) δF/δê ) 0, leads to another five equations.

Here, we solve eqs 3-11 directly in real space by using a
combinatorial screening algorithm proposed by Drolet and
Fredrickson.38,39The algorithm consists of randomly generating
the initial values of the fieldswi(r ). By using a Crank-
Nicholson scheme and an alternating-direct implicit (ADI)
method,41 the diffusion equations are then integrated to obtain
q andq+, for 0 < s < 1. Next, the right-hand sides of eqs 3-6
are evaluated to obtain new values for the volume fractions of
blocks A, B, C, and solvent S.

The numerical simulations are carried out on the two-
dimensional space with a 200× 200 square lattice. The grid
size is∆x ) 0.5. The simulation is carried out until the phase
patterns are stable and the free energy difference between two
iterations is smaller than 10-5, i.e., ∆F < 10-5. It should be
noted that the resulting aggregates largely depend on the initial
fluctuation amplitude. Therefore, our simulation is performed
using the same initial fluctuation amplitude value on the order
of 10-4, with random uniform distribution to ensure that these
obtained different morphologies are not influenced by the initial
condition. Furthermore, all the simulation is repeated at least
10 times using different random states and different random
numbers to guarantee the structure is not occasionally observed.
The concentration of block copolymers is set asfp ) 0.1. The
end block A is hydrophilic and short enough to ensure the crew-
cut aggregates. The degree of the polymerization of block

F ) -fp ln(Qp/fpV) - NfS ln(QS/fSV) -1/V∫ dr [wAφA +

wBφB + wCφC + wSφS + ê(1 - φA - φB - φC - φS)] +

1/V∫ dr [øABNφAφB + øACNφAφC + øBCNφBφC +

øASNφAφS + øBSNφBφS + øCSNφCφS] (1)

∂

∂s
q(r ,s) ) Na2

6
∇2q(r ,s) - wq(r ,s) (2)

φA(r ) )
fpV

Q ∫0

fA dsq(r ,s)q+ (r ,s) (3)

φB(r ) )
fpV

Q ∫fA

fA+fB dsq(r ,s)q+ (r ,s) (4)

φC(r ) )
fpV

Q ∫fA+fB

1
dsq(r ,s)q+ (r ,s) (5)

φS(r ) )
fSV

QS
exp(-wS(r )/N) (6)

wA(r ) ) øABNφB(r ) + øACNφC(r ) + øASNφS(r ) + ê(r ) (7)

wB(r ) ) øABNφA(r ) + øBCNφC(r ) + øBSNφB(r ) + ê(r ) (8)

wC(r ) ) øACNφA(r ) + øBCNφB(r ) + øCSNφS(r ) + ê(r ) (9)

wS(r ) ) øASNφA(r ) + øBSNφB(r ) + øCSNφC(r ) + ê(r ) (10)

φA(r ) + φB(r ) + φC(r ) + φS(r ) ) 1 (11)
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copolymers isN ) 20, and the composition of block copolymers
is taken to befA ) 0.1, fB ) 0.15, andfC ) 0.75, with the end
block C being the major component in all simulations.

Results and Discussion

Because of the complex parameter space as discussed above,
in this paper, for the sake of simplicity, the end block A is
assumed as hydrophilic andøASN is fixed to be 0.5 and the
other two blocks B and C are hydrophobic. Thus, we focus on
considering the effect of the hydrophobicity of two blocks B
and C of linear ABC block copolymer on the aggregate
morphology. We further assume the interaction parameters of
the three different blocks are equal, i.e.,øABN ) øACN ) øBCN
) ø. The morphology is presented with different colors, where
red, green, and blue are assigned to A, B, and C blocks,
respectively, and the rest are solvents. Similar to the self-
assembly of block copolymers in bulk, the segregation degree
of different blocks has significant influence on the morphology
of block copolymers in solution as well. Consequently, we
herein discuss the following two classes in terms of different
segregation degree of block copolymers, i.e., weak segregation
of linear ABC triblock copolymers in case A and strong
segregation of linear ABC triblock copolymers in case B.

A. Weak Segregation of Linear ABC Triblock Copoly-
mers. At the conditionø ) 15, the copolymer is in the weak-
segregation regime. In this case, the melt of ABC triblock
copolymer with fA ) 0.1, fB ) 0.15, andfC ) 0.75 is in a
disordered state. But when the solvents are added into the
system, the phase behavior changes remarkably.

1. Equal Hydrophobicities of Blocks B and C.WhenøBSN )
øCSN, i.e., the equal hydrophobicities of the blocks B and C,
the morphologies of ABC triblock copolymers in dilute solution
with increasing of the repulsive interactions between the solvent
and blocks B and C are shown in Figure 1. WhenøBSN (or
øCSN) is very small, such as smaller than 21.5, the system is in
a disordered state (not shown here). While the vesicles occur
when the interaction parameterøBSN() øCSN) increases to 21.5,
the interface between the solvents and the copolymers is not

clear. There is some degree of mixing among the blocks, and
thus, microphase separation of block copolymers cannot be
observed. With the increase of the degree of the hydrophobic
property, the interface between the different blocks is clearly
distinguished as shown in Figure 1c. The hydrophilic block A
(red) segregates to the inside and outside surface of the vesicles,
which is the common phenomena observed in the diblock
copolymer system with the minor component of hydrophilic
blocks. The vesicles form a three-phase five-layer ABCBA
lamellar structure in contrast to the two-phase three-layer ABA
lamellar one for diblock copolymers. Figure 2 schematically
illustrates the configuration of the vesicle. It is interesting to
note that these different vesicles have been observed in
PS-PEO diblock copolymer solution,5 and the only difference
is the number of the layers comprising the vesicles. Furthermore,
Eisenberg reported the similar spherical vesicles prepared from
PS180-PMMA67-PtBuA37 linear triblock copolymer solution.1

The observed specific vesicles (in the pane) in Figure 1a-c
are called pregnant, star fish-like, and budding vesicles,
respectively, from Eisenberg’s notation.5 But with further
increasingøBSN() øCSN), which means that the solubility for
blocks B and C decreases, the solvent cannot mix with the
blocks B and C, and the interfacial tension goes up, then the
block copolymer tends to macroseparate from the solvent and
thus forms large-size micellar aggregates. Once the interactions
between the solvent and the hydrophobic blocks B and C

Figure 1. Morphology of amphiphilic ABC triblock copolymer in dilute solution withø ) 15 andøASN ) 0.5; A (red), B (green), and C (blue).
(a) øBSN ) øCSN ) 21.5, (b)øBSN ) øCSN ) 22, (c) øBSN ) øCSN ) 25, (d) øBSN ) øCSN ) 26, (e)øBSN ) øCSN ) 30, (f) øBSN ) øCSN ) 40.

Figure 2. Schematic of a vesicle formed by amphiphilic ABC triblock
copolymer in dilute solution. Cutout of a small section of the
configuration of the vesicle is shown in the right.
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become very strongly repulsive, the repulsive forces between
the A, B, and C blocks cannot balance the repulsion from the
solvent, therefore, the hydrophobic block C prefers to self-
assemble into the inner part of the phase to completely avoid
the contact with the solvents, then the system will macroseparate.
It should be pointed out that the phenomena due to the
competition between macrophase and microphase separation
existing in a linear ABC triblock copolymer system, however,
are absent for diblocks.

To illustrate the thermodynamic stability of the aggregate
morphologies, the calculated free energy based on eq 1 is
presented in Figure 3. In eq 1, the first three terms of the right-
hand side give the entropy, and the last term gives the enthalpic
or the interaction contribution to the free energy. Figure 3 plots
the calculated free energyF (triangles), the interaction energy
(spheres), and the energy from entropy (squares) in units ofkBT
as a function oføBSN() øCSN). From Figure 3, we can see the
free energy and the energy contributed from entropy increase
with øBSN() øCSN) increasing, while the interaction energy
decreases. At the condition of weak repulsive interactions
between the solvent and the hydrophobic blocks B and C, the
interaction energy dominates the aggregation process, which
corresponds to the microphase separation, resulting in the
formation of the vesicles, shown in Figure 1a-c. Here, we can
conclude that the vesicles are stable microstructures as their
free energies are the lowest, while the entropies are the largest.
With øBSN() øCSN) increasing, there is a stage that the
interaction energy and the energy from entropy are comparable,
which corresponds to the coexisting of the microseparated state
with the macr-separated state, shown in Figure 1d and e. With
further increasingøBSN() øCSN), i.e., the high degree of the
hydrophobic property, the system will only macroseparate and
form large compound micelles as shown in Figure 1f. Therefore,
we tailor the values oføBSN() øCSN) to design the morphologies
of aggregates, including various shapes of vesicles and large
compound micelles due to macroseparated block copolymers
from the solvents.

2. Nonequal Hydrophobicities of Blocks B and C.In this
section, we investigate the effect of the difference of the
hydrophobicity between blocks B and C on the self-assembled
morphology. Because of the specific sequence characteristics
of the middle blocks B for linear ABC triblock copolymers,
the hydrophobic degree of the middle blocks has a large
influence on the aggregate morphologies. To illustrate this, we
first fix the interaction parameter between the middle block B
and the solventøBSN to be 10, i.e., the block B is weakly
hydrophobic. The morphologies are shown in Figure 4 forø )

15, øASN ) 0.5 with changingøCSN. In this case, the blocks A
and B prefer to form a hydrophilic part. WhenøCSN is smaller
than 24, the system is in a disordered state. WithøCSN increasing
to 24, the vesicles are formed, as shown in Figure 4a. The
linelike micelles and circlelike micelles are observed asøCSN
increasing. The open vesicle emerges as the vesicles change to
micelles. It should be pointed out that further decreasingøBSN,
such asøBSN ) 0.5, i.e., the middle block B is hydrophilic,
similar aggregate morphologies (not shown) are also found. It
is interesting that the long rodlike micelles were experi-
mentally found in dilute PS310-PAA52 diblock copolymer
solution,27,28 and also the vesicle-to-rod transition was ob-
served.28,29 In fact, in this case, the short blocks A and B form
a relatively hydrophilic part because of the weak segregation
degree of the block copolymers. As a consequence, the aggre-
gate morphologies from this kind of ABC triblock copolymers
are quite similar to those from amphiphilic AB diblock
copolymers.

Second, we check the effects of different hydrophobicity of
blocks B and C on the morphologies when the middle block B
is strongly hydrophobic. For example, forøBSN ) 30, the
morphologies are shown in Figure 5 forø ) 15, øASN ) 0.5.
When øCSN < øBSN, i.e., the middle block B is most hydro-
phobic, the weaker hydrophobic block C, which is the major
component of the copolymer, tends to partially mix with
hydrophilic block A. As a response, the microphase separation
exists at the interface between the solvent and the block
copolymer, resulting in obscure interface between the block
copolymer and the solvent. In this case, large compound micelles
are observed, and the block copolymers are in a disordered state
due to the weak segregation degree of the block copolymer.
With increasing of the hydrophobicity of the block C, the
boundaries both among the different blocks and between the
copolymer and the solvent become distinguished and develop
a core-shell-shell structure of the block copolymer, then the
coexisting of large compound micelles with the general small
micelles occurs, as shown in Figure 5b and c. But whenøCSN
further increases to larger thanøBSN, i.e., øCSN > øBSN, the
long linelike micelles are found, as shown in Figure 5d and e.
We note that the long rodlike micelles were also experimentally
found in dilute PS310-PAA52 diblock copolymer solution.27,28

Therefore, it is favorable for the dispersion of the polymer in
the solvents, forming circlelike or linelike micelles whenøCSN
> øBSN . øASN, while macrophase separation occurs and forms
large compound micelles whenøCSN < øBSN. In Figure 5, with
improving of the solvent solubility for the core block C, the
aggregate morphologies follow the order of ef d f c f b f
a, i.e., from line to circle aggregates. Therefore, the better the
solubility of the core block C is, the more likely the system
forms the circlelike aggregates, in agreement with the experi-
mental results reported by Eisenberg et al.42,43

Figure 6 shows the free energyF (triangles), the interaction
energy (spheres), and the energy from entropy (squares) as a
function oføCSN for the case of weak and strong hydrophobici-
ties of the middle blocks B, respectively. WhenøCSN is relatively
small, the interaction energy dominates the self-assembled
process, while the energy from the entropy dominates at larger
øCSN. WhenøCSN > øBSN . øASN, the favorable dispersion of
block copolymers into the solvent occurs, and thus, there is some
degree of mixing between blocks B (A) and the solvent. But
when øCSN = øBSN . øASN for øBSN ) 30, the interaction
energy and the energy from entropy are comparable, which
corresponds to the coexisting of the microphase separation with
marophase separation.

Figure 3. Free energyF (triangles), interaction energy (spheres), and
energy from entropy (squares) in unit ofkBT as a function oføBSN()
øCSN) with ø ) 15 andøASN ) 0.5.
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From the above discussions, we conclude that, in the weak
segregation regime for linear ABC triblock copolymer, the
macrophase separation occurs, forming large compound micelles
when the middle block is the most hydrophobic part, while the
vesicle-to-micelle transition is observed with the increasing of
hydrophobicity of the end block C when the middle block B is
weakly hydropholibic. The favorable case for the dispersion of
the block copolymer in the solvent into the vesicles and micelles
is that the hydrophobicity of the block C is larger than that of
the block B, i.e.,øCSN > øBSN . øASN.

B. Strong Segregation of Linear ABC Triblock Copoly-
mers. In contrast to the case A here, we consider the case for
the stronger segregation degree of ABC triblock copolymer, for

example,ø ) 35. In this case, the microstructure of ABC
triblock copolymer melt is a core-shell hexagonal lattice
(CSH).32 As many solvents are added into the copolymers,
however, the aggregate morphologies become more complex
due to the phase separation competition between the block
copolymer and the solvents.

Similar to the case A, i.e., the block copolymer is in the weak
segregation regime, we first discuss the case whenøBSN ) øCSN.
The aggregate morphologies are shown in Figure 7 as we
increase the hydrophobicities of the blocks B and C synchro-
nously. The microstructures change from vesicles to circlelike
micelles, then to peanutlike micelles, and finally, to micelles.
When the hydrophobicity is not strong enough, the system is

Figure 4. Morphology of amphiphilic ABC triblock copolymer in dilute solution withø ) 15, øASN ) 0.5, andøBSN ) 10; A (red), B (green),
and C (blue). (a)øCSN ) 24, (b) øCSN ) 24.5, (c)øCSN ) 25, (d) øCSN ) 30, (e)øCSN ) 38, (f) øCSN ) 45.

Figure 5. Morphology of amphiphilic ABC triblock copolymer in dilute solution withø ) 15, øASN ) 0.5, andøBSN ) 30; A (red), B (green),
and C (blue). (a)øCSN ) 20, (b) øCSN ) 25, (c) øCSN ) 30, (d) øCSN ) 35, (e)øCSN ) 40.
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in a disordered state (not shown here). The vesicles occur when
øBSN() øCSN) increase to 26, see Figure 7a. The micelles
emerge withøBSN() øCSN) increasing because of the stronger
repulsion of the solvent, and then the vesicles coexist with the
circlelike micelles. From Figure 7c and d, we can see that the
peanutlike micelles as the hydrophobicities of blocks B and C
further increase. The linelike micelles (Figure 7e) occur when
the repulsive interaction between the blocks B (C) and the
solvent is strong. It is important to note that, compared to the
case A in Figure 1, the macrophase separation does not exist,
while peanutlike and long linelike micelles occur instead in this
case because of the relatively strong interactions among the
different blocks. However, the weak hydrophobic condition
favors the vesicle formation similar to the case A. The vesicle-
to-circlelike micelle transition is found with increasing the
hydrophobicities of the blocks B and C.

Second, when the hydrophobicities of the blocks B and C
are not the same, i.e.,øBSN * øCSN, the morphology will change
with the relative values oføBSN andøCSN. At first, we consider
the case that the middle block B is weakly hydrophobic. Figure
8 presents the morphology forø ) 35, øASN ) 0.5, andøBSN

) 10. The vesicles are first observed with the increase oføCSN.
Then, the vesicles will open to form the linelike micelles and
the circlelike micelles with further increase of the hydrophobicity
of the block C and, last, to circlelike micelles. Compared to
the case A in Figure 4, small circlelike micelles with narrow
size distribution is obtained in Figure 8. Following Eisenberg’s
idea3 for small vesicles, the interfacial area is strongly size-
dependent and, thus, resulting in narrow size distribution.

Subsequently, we fixøBSN at 30 to ensure the middle block
B is strongly hydrophobic. The aggregate morphologies forø
) 35, øASN ) 0.5, andøBSN ) 30 are shown in Figure 9 with
the hydrophobicity of the block C increasing. The system is in
a disordered state whenøCSN < 26. With the solubility of the
block C decreasing (øCSN increasing), the mixture of vesicles
and circlelike micelles are first observed (Figure 9a) whenøCSN
e øBSN. Then, with further increasing the hydrophobicity of
the block C larger than that of the block B, the microstructures
change to circlelike micelles and then to linelike micelles. We
note that when the hydrophobicity of the block B is very strong,
the linelike micelles are found, while small circlelike micelles
are observed for the case when the middle block is weakly

Figure 6. Free energyF (triangles), interaction energy (spheres) and energy from entropy (squares) in unit ofkBT as a function oføCSN with ø )
15, øASN ) 0.5. (a)øBSN ) 10, (b) øBSN ) 30.

Figure 7. Morphology of amphiphilic ABC triblock copolymer in dilute solution withø ) 35 andøASN ) 0.5; A (red), B (green), and C (blue).
(a) øBSN ) øCSN ) 26, (b) øBSN ) øCSN ) 28, (c) øBSN ) øCSN ) 35, (d) øBSN ) øCSN ) 40, (e)øBSN ) øCSN ) 50.
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hydrophobic. It is interesting that the transition both from
sphere-to-rod and rod-to-sphere was observed in ternary system
PS310-PAA52/dioxane/water.27 In general, the transition from
spherelike (circlelike) micelles to rodlike (linelike) micelles is
more favorable, as it leads to a decrease in the interfacial area
between the solvent and the chains of the inner part of the
aggregates, but it will accompany an increase in the stretching
of the inner chains (block C) of the micelles. The balance
between the two effects results in the free energy of the system.
However, the stretching of the inner chains has greater influence
on the energy of the system than the decrease in the interfacial
area or the increase in the corona repulsion.44,45 Figures 3 and
6 clearly confirm the point. As the circlelike micelles change
to linelike micelles, additional freedom is gained along the long
axis with little change in the conformation of the copolymer
chains. Therefore, the linelike micelles are stable when the
hydrophobicity of the block C is very large.

Summary

By using the 2D real-space SCFT algorithm, an ABC linear
triblock copolymer with two hydrophobic blocks B and C of
different block lengths and relatively short hydrophilic block
A in dilute solution can form circlelike, linelike, especially
peanutlike micelles and various shapes of vesicles, depending
on the hydrophobic degree and its difference between blocks B
and C. Compared to the diblock copolymer solution, the
aggregate morphologies have a core-shell-shell structure for
the circlelike micelles, and a three-phase five-layer ABCBA
lamellar structure for the vesicles, with hydrophilic block A
forming the corona. It is based on the fact that, in solution, the
C block aggregates first, which is then followed by the
aggregation of the B during the micellization of the copolymer
as described above. Furthermore, blocks C and B are likely to
be phase separated, depending on interaction parameters between
the two blocks. Among these aggregate morphologies, vesicles
are stable only when the hydrophobilicity of blocks B and C is
relatively weak.

In this paper, we consider two classes in terms of phase
segregation degree of bulk triblock copolymers and focus on
the effect of the hydrophobic degree and its difference between
two hydrophobic blocks on the self-assembled morphologies.
In a weak segregation state of the block copolymer, there exists
the competition between the macrophase separation and mi-
crophase separation, which is absent in diblock copolymer
solution. When the hydrophobicities of the blocks B and C are
equal, the aggregate morphologies will change from vesicles,
to the mixture of vesicles and micelles, to micelles, and last, to
macrophase separation forming large compound micelles. It
should be pointed out that only when the middle block B is
strongly hydrophobic is the macrophase separation existing
between the polymer and the solvent observed, and thus, large
compound micelles are found. It is favorable for dispersion of
the block copolymer in the solvent whenøCSN > øBSN . øASN
and the transition of the mixture of micelles and vesicles to the
long linelike micelles takes place with the difference between
øCSN andøBSN increasing.

When the interaction parameters between the three different
blocks increase to a strong segregation state, only the microphase
separation exists with varying the hydrophobicities of the blocks
B and C. WhenøBSN > øCSN, the peanutlike micelles and
necklace structure occur with the difference betweenøCSN and
øBSN increasing. But the linelike micelles, the circlelike micelles,
and the vesicles or their mixtures will form iføBSN < øCSN.
The long linelike micelles will form when the middle block B
is strongly hydrophobic, while the circlelike micelles occur when
the middle block B is weakly hydrophobic, as the hydrophobic-
ity of the block C is very large.
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